A n umerical study of turbulent o w d e v eloping in a curved open-channel ow with ood plains is performed by using an algebraic stress model. The ow con guration of interest to this study consists of 180 degree bend with oodplains. This turbulent o w i s c haracterized by i n teractive motions between pressure driven secondary ow and turbulence driven secondary ow in the curved channel. Therefor,it is indispensable to adopt anisotropic turbulence model to predict its ow preciously. Calculated results are compared with the experimental data available. In order to clarify the generation mechanism of secondary ow, production terms concerned with it, i.e. centrifugal, pressure and turbulence driven forces, are evaluated by using calculated results. As a result of this numerical study, the present method can realize the main features well although agreement is cirtainly not perfect in all detail.As for the genaration mechanism of secondary ow, the calculated results show that turbulence driven forces plays an important role near the boundary between main channel and ood plains.
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